
Take Time and Read All Instructions in the Lid of the Box Before Trying the Super-Eat.

A FEW ADDED SUGGESTIONS
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Do not twist your head as though

to assist the ear, for the sound will ;,

strike the outside of the phone.

Face the speaker directly, so that

the sound may enter the opening

of the Super-Ear with full force.
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The Super-Ear may be kept
handy for instant use by hooking
the headband around the collar as

shown above.
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For best results, start close up at first, and
gradually increase the distance until you find your
limit, according to your degree of deafness.
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If both ears are equally impaired, an extra

Super-Ear for the other ear will make an improve-
ment in your results. This will cost $10.00 extra
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ject to our trial guarantee.

The Super-Ear may be carried in the pocket or
handbag, ready to be applied at once with or with-
out the earloop.
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It \s usually some other member of the family
who realizes FIRST what a help the Super-Ear
is, as the speaker will not be required to strain
his voice.

If the Super-Ear fits loosely on the ear when
worn with the earloop, it may be further supported
by ~emaW~.firJnlY" pinne~l'om1<P itIP ~...............

The earloop should press on top and bottom of

the ear, and not i,n the back. You must practice
how to adjust it. If the loop is not convenient
in your case, you may use the headband.

IMPORTANT: Select the correct size ear tip to fit the orifice of your ear; large, small or

medium. The ear tip is inserted by a push, and a slight turn.
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Bend the headband so that the Super-Ear and headband will fit
snugly against the head.

Manufactured by

American Earphone Co. Inc., N. Y.


